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ABSTRACT
This chapter integrates elements from natural language processing, information retrieval, data mining and text mining to support competitive intelligence. It shows how text mining algorithms can attend to three important functionalities of CI: filtering, event alerts and search. Each of them can be mapped as a different pipeline of NLP tasks. The chapter goes in-depth in NLP techniques like spelling correction, stemming, augmenting, normalization, entity recognition, entity classification, acronyms and co-reference process. Each of them must be used in a specific moment to do a specific job. All these jobs will be integrated in a whole system. These will be ‘assembled’ in a manner specific to each application. The reader’s better understanding of the theories of NLP provided herein will result in a better ‘assembly’.

COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
There has been a huge computer technology development and an accelerated growth in information quantity produced in the last two decades of the 20th Century. But how do companies use these published data, mainly in the digital media? What do they use to increase their competitive advantages? It is true that most companies recognize information as an asset and believe in its value for strategic planning. The big difficulty however is to deal with information in a changing environment. To plan on an annual basis seems not to be sufficient anymore. The dynamism of the environment is faster. The temporal character of information is becoming more and more critical. Information valid today may not be valid tomorrow anymore. Data are not static blocks to become a building block of a temporal reality. Information analysis is no longer an action, it has become a process.
If in the past there was an information tap that could be opened and closed, today there is a river of information whose flow never ends.

Leaders can go out of business in a matter of months and challengers can assume their thrones. So companies wanting to succeed need to adopt a continuous and systematic approach in order to stay ahead of competition and be prepared for upcomers, technological changes or economic turmoil. That is exactly the role that competitive intelligence (CI) promises to play. By definition, competitive intelligence is a continuous and systematic process of gathering information regarding the external environment, analyzing, and disseminating it to the top management. In thesis, the more systematic the approach, the more responsive the company will be to potential outside changes. What is the value of implementing a formalized CI process? It’s hard to quantify, but quantification is probably unnecessary. How much is it worth if your company launches a new product before your main competitor? What about anticipating a major technological change and acting ahead of the industry to take advantage?

Furthermore, facts such as the Enron and WorldCom scandals have made shareholders more apprehensive about administrating a company. That is why, nowadays, we can observe a disclosure trend, i.e., investors and market regulation agencies pressure companies, more and more, to operate with increased transparency. If the tendency is a bigger amount of published information, those who handle it better will be the most competitive, heightening the importance of the CI technology market.

Additionally, the volume of information also grows day by day, calling for more analysts to process all the available content. Meanwhile, CI departments tend to be too small when compared to the volume of information that needs to be processed. This increases the demand a technology that would allow for a reduced number of high quality analysts to handle the big volume of information present inside, in the company, and outside, in the environment.

In this chapter we will cover natural language processing (NLP) techniques for text mining (TM) in order to make information analysis more efficient.

**SUPPORTING FUNCTIONALITIES TO CI**

A CI analyst should basically be aware of information surrounding him/her in order to be able to evaluate its importance and to prepare reports for decision making. As most data are presented in the form of texts, we will consider, in this chapter, three text mining functionalities to help this process. We should have in mind that the central objective is to keep the analyst informed. Besides TM, we should add CI network management, discussion forum and business intelligence as other examples of supporting functionalities to CI.

The first supporting functionality to the analyst comes from the limited daily reading capacity of a human being. The Filtering functionality has been created with the purpose of allowing pre-selection of reading contents, assuming that the important information is, very likely, within the filtered subset. These data are read progressively by the analyst in order to extract relevant facts.

This reading process, however, can still be time consuming. When dealing with information, timing is a crucial factor. The technological Event Alert functionality was developed with the objective of advising the analyst as soon as possible of some pre-specified events as being important to his business.

The third and last functionality refers to a Semantic Search tool that becomes necessary for ad-hoc demanded information. This demand comes from the fact that both Filtering and Event Alert are planned and predefined. The objective of this tool is, therefore, to allow the analyst to reach the information required in a particular instance, as soon as possible. Finally, the intersection of three sets of information, resulting from three functionalities of text mining, minimizes the in-
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